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VINCIA

Perturbative QCD: High Accuracy  
Expect a new generation of precision showers merged through (N)NLO  

Nonperturbative QCD: High Resolution 
Next generation of  machines ➡ trial by fire not just for any post-LHC 
advanced hadronisation models, but also for any future solution (or 
systematically improvable approximation) to the problem of confinement. 
➡ Need Good PID & Good Momentum Resolution  

+ Synergies with EW & Higgs Physics Goals (MC uncertainties)

e+e−

≪ O(ΛQCD) ∼ 100 MeV



MC Generators — Perturbative Processes
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MC Generators 

• Fast machinery from LHC, just change initial state  
• Less modeling for color neutralization processes needed 
• NLO-matched MC generators standard.   
 

Just pick what 
you need! 

Not so fast.. 

Slide borrowed from A. Hoang (yesterday’s EW session)



MC Generators — How precise are they?
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MC Generators 

How precise are they?  

• Multipurpose MC generators (Pythia, Herwig, Whizard, Sherpa) can simulate all 
aspects  of particle production and decay at the observable level 

•  The theoretical precision is tied to the precision of the parton showers, for a few very 
simple observable NLL, mostly LL or less.  

•  Tuned hadronization models compensate for the deficiency. 

•  In general we have   
                                                                          
• MCs are not very precise tools to extract QCD parameters or provide estimate of 

hadronization corrections to high-order perturbative analytical calculations 

• NLO-matching does only improve the first hard gluon radiation. Does not improve 
observables governed by parton shower dynamics. 

observable 
precision 

theoretical 
precision > 

but scale differently with 
  scaling studies
s ⟹

currently
(via ISR from Z pole)

(Though showers do include some further all-orders 
aspects, such as exact conservation of energy and momentum, not accounted for in this counting.) 

CEPC ➤ high statistics 
from 10 - 250 GeV

My 
additions

Slide borrowed from A. Hoang (yesterday’s EW session)

(partly)
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MC Generators ➤ Next Generation
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MC Generators 

• NLL precise parton showers with full coherence and improved models are an 
important step that needs to be taken (many different aspects, work already ongoing). 

    e.g. second order kernel 
           double emssion 
           amplitude evolution (full coherence, 
                 non-global logs, color reconnection) 
  
 
 
   New generation of MCs needed! (Markow chain MCs will be gone eventually)     
    ⇾ Definitely possible, community should support it more enthusiastically. 

Li, Skands ‘16 

Gieseke, Kirchgaesser, Plätzer,‘ Siodmok ‘19 

Höche Prestel�14, ‘15 

Forshaw, Holguin, Plätzer   ‘19 

Martinez, Forshaw, De Angelis,  Plätzer, 
Seymour  ‘18 

Slide borrowed from A. Hoang (yesterday’s EW session)

First shower models (Leading Log, Leading Colour) ~ 1980.  
40 years later, now at the threshold of the next major breakthrough!



Second-Order Shower Kernels?
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๏Elements 
•Iterated dipole-style  and new “direct ” branchings populate 
complementary phase-space regions. 

๏ Ordered clustering sequences ➡ iterated  (+ virtual corrections ~ differential K-factors) 
๏ Unordered clustering sequences ➡ direct  (+ in principle higher , ignored for now) 

•

2 → 3 2 → 4

2 → 3
2 → 4 2 → n

Monash UMCs  & Prec i s ion  QCD at  Future   Mach inese+e−

Li & PS, PLB 771 (2017) 59 (arXiv:1611.00013) + ongoing work
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Figure 1: Illustration of scales and Sudakov factors in strongly

ordered (ACD), smoothly (un)ordered (ACB), and direct 2 !

4 (AB) branching processes, as a function of the number of

emitted partons, n.

parts of phase space, they may be developed as sep-

arate algorithms, provided they use the same set of

antenna functions. (Full second-order precision is

of course only achieved when both components are

included.) Given that a proof-of-concept study of

NLO corrections to !2!3 already exists [13], we

focus in the following sections on the previously

missing piece: explicit construction of the 2 ! 4

component.

We round o" the discussion of the Sudakov form

factors by illustrating the scale evolutions for 2 !

3 and 2 ! 4 showers in fig. 1. An ordered se-

quence of 2! 3 branchings is represented by path

A ! C ! D and the corresponding combined Su-

dakov factor is !2!3(Q2
A,Q

2
C)!3!4(Q2

C ,Q
2
D) . The

2 ! 4 shower explores more phase space by in-

cluding path A ! B which lives in unordered

phase space compared with the ordinary strongly-

ordered shower. Path A! C ! B shows the possi-

ble branching in “smoothly-ordered showers” [22]

which can also access unordered phase space.

However, for smooth ordering the combined Su-

dakov factor !2!3(Q2
A,Q

2
C)!3!4(Q" 2

C ,Q
2
B) is used

where Q"C > QB represents the restart scale of

the smooth-ordering shower. As pointed out in

[13], the !2!3(Q2
A,Q

2
C) factor implies an LL sen-

sitivity to the intermediate scale QC ; an undesired

byproduct of the use of iterated on-shell 2 ! 3

phase-space factorisations. The direct 2 ! 4

shower avoids this by using the exact Sudakov fac-

tor !2!4(Q2
A,Q

2
B) in which QC only appears im-

plicitly as an auxiliary integration variable.

Finally, let us consider what happens in the

vicinity of the boundary between what we label

as ordered and unordered emissions, i.e., when

there is no “strong” ordering between two suc-

cessive (colour-connected) emissions. This is par-

ticularly relevant for the double-unresolved limits

characterised by a single unresolved scale. The

boundary can be approached either from the un-

ordered region, or from the ordered one, and in

general both regions will contribute to the double-

unresolved limits. In the unordered region, the

2 ! 4 antenna functions are used directly, cap-

turing both the single- and double-unresolved (soft

and collinear) limits of QCD [19]. They are also in

our formalism intrinsically characterised by a sin-

gle scale, as discussed above. In the ordered re-

gion, the product of 2 ! 3 antennae is modulated

by the correction factors R2!4, to reproduce the full

2 ! 4 functions, and the two separate scales co-

incide as we approach the boundary, interpolating

smoothly between the single-unresolved (iterated,

strongly ordered) and double-unresolved (single-

scale) limits.

3. Explicit Construction of the 2!4 Shower

For a branching 1 2 ! 3 4 5 6 we define the

resolution scale as Q4 = 2 min(p345
# , p

456
# ), with

(p
i jk
# )2 = si j s jk/si jk. We let the direct 2 ! 4

shower populate all configurations for which the

clustering corresponding to Q4 is unordered. (Con-

versely, iterated 2 ! 3 splittings populate those

configurations for which the clustering correspond-

ing to Q4 is ordered, with the correction factor

R2!4 reducing to R2!4 ! a4/(a3a"3) when there is

only a single ordered path, and, for gluon neigh-

bours, the neighbour with the smaller resolution

scale used to define a4.)

We partition the direct 2 ! 4 phase space into

two sectors: sector A with condition p345
# < p456

#

and sector B with p345
# > p456

# . For each sector,

branching scales for 2! 4 emissions are generated

5

On-shell representation of 
intermediate parton state at C 
has some physical meaning. 

Ordered ➤ Subsequent 
branching(s) happen at lower 

scale(s); QC ~ unchanged       

(  Sudakov  ~ OK)⟹ Δ

Ordered 2→3 sequences
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Figure 1: Illustration of scales and Sudakov factors in strongly

ordered (ACD), smoothly (un)ordered (ACB), and direct 2 !

4 (AB) branching processes, as a function of the number of

emitted partons, n.
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general both regions will contribute to the double-
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and collinear) limits of QCD [19]. They are also in

our formalism intrinsically characterised by a sin-

gle scale, as discussed above. In the ordered re-

gion, the product of 2 ! 3 antennae is modulated

by the correction factors R2!4, to reproduce the full

2 ! 4 functions, and the two separate scales co-

incide as we approach the boundary, interpolating

smoothly between the single-unresolved (iterated,

strongly ordered) and double-unresolved (single-

scale) limits.

3. Explicit Construction of the 2!4 Shower

For a branching 1 2 ! 3 4 5 6 we define the

resolution scale as Q4 = 2 min(p345
# , p

456
# ), with

(p
i jk
# )2 = si j s jk/si jk. We let the direct 2 ! 4

shower populate all configurations for which the

clustering corresponding to Q4 is unordered. (Con-

versely, iterated 2 ! 3 splittings populate those

configurations for which the clustering correspond-

ing to Q4 is ordered, with the correction factor

R2!4 reducing to R2!4 ! a4/(a3a"3) when there is

only a single ordered path, and, for gluon neigh-

bours, the neighbour with the smaller resolution

scale used to define a4.)

We partition the direct 2 ! 4 phase space into

two sectors: sector A with condition p345
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#

and sector B with p345
# > p456

# . For each sector,

branching scales for 2! 4 emissions are generated

5

Unordered

A

C

B

QA and QB are the only 
relevant physical scales 
➤ cast as ordered 2→4

(Contributing diagrams 
are far off shell)

On-shell representation of intermediate 
state at C has no physical meaning.

Unordered 2→3  sequences

QC is not a relevant physical scale → 
calculation should not depend on it

VINCIA

… but in unordered region let QB define evolution scale for double-branching (integrate over Qc)

Our approach: continue to exploit iterated on-shell  factorisations … 2 → 3



Second-Order Shower Evolution Equation
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๏Putting 2→3 and 2→4 together ⇨ evolution equation for 
dipole-antenna with  kernels:𝒪(α2

s )

Monash UMCs  & Prec i s ion  QCD at  Future   Mach inese+e−

hadronic collisions [24, 20]. The aim of this letter

is to demonstrate the basic formalism for second-

order shower kernels (at leading colour) and pro-

vide a concrete proof-of-concept implementation

of 2 ! 4 showers with two-gluon emission. We

leave implementations of g ! qq̄ splittings, one-

loop corrections to 2 ! 3 showers, and a discus-

sion of initial-state antennae to forthcoming work.

This letter is organised as follows. In Section 2

we discuss the Sudakov factor and partition it into

a product of 2 ! 3 and 2 ! 4 ones. Sec-

tion 3 presents the method for implementing 2! 4

branchings using the veto algorithm. In Section 4

we describe the 2! 4 antenna functions and com-

pare them with corresponding matrix elements. In

Section 5 we discuss numerical results and collect

our conclusions in Section 6 .

2. Shower Framework

Within the existing antenna-shower formalism

for a shower evolved in a generic measure of

jet resolution Q, the LO subtraction term (an-

tenna function) corresponding to a specific colour-

connected pair of partons, call it a0
3

[19], is ex-

ponentiated to define an all-orders Sudakov fac-

tor, !(Q2
1,Q

2
2), which represents the no-branching

probability for that parton pair between scales Q1

and Q2. As such, the di"erential branching prob-

ability per phase-space element is given by the

derivative of the Sudakov factor,

d

dQ2

!
1 " !(Q2

0,Q
2)
"
=

"

#
d#3

d#2
!(Q2 " Q2(#3)) a0

3 !(Q2
0,Q

2) , (1)

where the ! function projects out a contour of con-

stant Q2 in the 2 ! 3 antenna phase space and

we leave colour and coupling factors implicit in a0
3
.

Typically, the phase space is then rewritten explic-

itly in terms of Q and two complementary phase-

space variables, which we denote " and #:

d ln!(Q2
0,Q

2)

dQ2
=

# "+(Q)

""(Q)
d"

# 2$

0

d#

2$

|J| a0
3

16$2m2
, (2)

with m the invariant mass of the mother (2-parton)

antenna. The Jacobian factor |J| arises from the

transformation to the (Q, ") variables and the "±
phase-space boundaries are defined by the specific

choice of Q and ", see e.g. [13]. It is now straight-

forward to apply more derivatives, in " and #, to

obtain the fully di"erential branching probability

in terms of the shower variables.

The essential point is that, for a0
3

to be the proper

subtraction term for NLO calculations, it must

contain all relevant poles corresponding to single-

unresolved limits of QCD matrix elements. Thus,

a shower based on a0
3

is guaranteed to produce the

same LL structure as DGLAP ones in the collinear

limit [25, 26], while simultaneously respecting the

dipole coherence embodied by the eikonal formula

in the soft limit; the latter without a need to average

over azimuthal angles (as required for the angular-

ordered approach to coherence, see e.g. [27]).

Generalising this formalism to use NNLO sub-

traction terms requires the introduction of the one-

loop correction to a0
3
, call it a1

3, as well as the tree-

level double-emission antenna function, a0
4
. Ex-

plicit forms for all second-order antennae in QCD

can be found in [19], including their pole struc-

ture and factorisation properties in all single- and

double-unresolved limits2. Note that a1
3 contains

explicit singularities which appear as poles in % in

dimensional regularisation. These are cancelled by

the poles in a0
4 upon integration of one unresolved

parton (while logarithms beyond those generated at

LL will in general remain).

By analogy with eq. (1), we define the di"eren-

tial branching probability as

d

dQ2
!(Q2

0,Q
2) =

#
d#3

d#2
!(Q2 " Q2(#3))

!
a0

3 + a1
3

"
!(Q2

0,Q
2)

+

#
d#4

d#2
!(Q2 " Q2(#4)) a0

4 !(Q2
0,Q

2) , (3)

2Note that, for the 4-parton antenna functions, [19] only

provides explicit formulae summed over permutations of iden-

tical gluons. These must then subsequently be partitioned into

individual (sub-antenna) contributions from each permutation

separately.

2

where Q2(!4) denotes the hardest clustering scale

in !4, with the softer one being integrated over.

Specifically, for a double clustering of 4 ! 3 ! 2

partons, we define Q(!4) " max(Q4,Q3); for an

ordinary strongly ordered history, it is thus equal to

the resolution scale of the clustered 3-parton con-

figuration, Q3, while for an unordered sequence, it

is the 4-parton resolution scale, Q4.

We now come to the central part of our proposal:

how to re-organise eq. (3) in terms of finite branch-

ing probabilities (as mentioned above, the a1
3 term

and the integral over a0
4

are separately divergent),

expressed in shower variables and allowing iterated

2 ! 3 splittings and direct 2 ! 4 ones to coexist

with the correct limiting behaviours (and no double

counting) for both single- and double-unresolved

emissions.

We first partition the a0
4 function into two terms,

one for each of the possible iterated 2 ! 3 his-

tories, which we label a and b respectively. Sup-

pressing the zero superscripts to avoid clutter, we

define a 2 ! 4 correction factor in close analogy

with the matrix-element-correction factors defined

in [22],

R2!4 =
a4

a3a#3 + b3b#3
, (4)

where a3 and b3 (a#3 and b#3) denote the antenna

functions for the first (second) 2 ! 3 splittings

in the a and b histories, respectively. E.g., for

1q2q̄ ! 3q4g5g6q̄, the a history is produced by

the product of a#3(3, 4, 5) and a3(!34, !45, 6), with the

(on-shell) momenta of the intermediate 3-parton

state, !34 and !45, defined by the phase-space map

of the shower / clustering algorithm. The b his-

tory is produced by the product of b#3(4, 5, 6) and

b3(3, !45, !56). We emphasise that the denomina-

tor of eq. (4) is nothing but the incoherent sum of

the a and b antenna patterns (modulo the order-

ing variable), as would be obtained from the un-

corrected (LL) antenna shower, while the numer-

ator is the full (coherent) 2 ! 4 radiation pattern.

Among other things, the factor R2!4 therefore con-

tains precisely the modulations that account for co-

herence between colour-neighbouring antennae.

We use the definition of R2!4, eq. (4), to parti-

tion a4 into two terms, a4 = R2!4 (a3a#3 + b3b#3),

each of which isolates a specific (colour-ordered)

single-unresolved limit, corresponding to either g4

or g5 becoming soft, respectively. For each term

we iterate the exact antenna phase-space factorisa-

tion [19],

d!m+1(p1, . . . , pm+1) =

d!m(p1, . . . , pI , pK , . . . , pm+1) $ d!ant(i, j, k) ,

(5)

with all momenta on shell and pi+pj+pk = pI+pK,

to write

d!4(3, 4, 5, 6)

d!2(1, 2)
=

"#$
#%

path a: d!ant(!34, !45, 6) d!ant(3, 4, 5)

path b: d!ant(3, !45, !56) d!ant(4, 5, 6)
, (6)

where we have chosen the nesting of the antenna

phase spaces such that the soft parton in the given

history is always the one clustered first. We also

divide up each of the resulting 4-parton integrals

into ordered and unordered clustering sequences,

for which Q(!4) = Q3 and Q(!4) = Q4, respec-

tively (see above). The result is

d"(Q2
0,Q

2)

dQ2
=

&
d!ant

'
!(Q2 % Q2(!3)) a0

3

$

(
1 +

a1
3

a0
3

+
)

s&a,b

&

ord

d!s
ant R2!4 s#3

*
"(Q2

0,Q
2)

+
)

s&a,b

&

unord
d!s

ant!(Q
2%Q2(!4))R2!4s3s#3"(Q2

0,Q
2)

+

(7)

where the sums in the last two lines run over the

clustering sectors (= histories), a and b.

We may now interpret the first two lines as an ef-

fective second-order probability density for 2 ! 3

branchings, while the last line represents a contri-

bution from direct 2! 4 branchings. The solution

of eq. (7) can be written as the product of 2 ! 3

and 2! 4 Sudakov form factors

"(Q2
0,Q

2) = "2!3(Q2
0,Q

2)"2!4(Q2
0,Q

2) . (8)

3

Iterated 2→3  
with (finite) one-loop correction

Direct  2→4  
(as sum over “a” and “b” subpaths)

(2→)3→4 MEC

(2→)3→4 antenna function

2→4 as explicit product x MEC 

Only generates double-unresolved singularities, not single-unresolved

Note: the equation is formally identical to:

But on this form, the pole 
cancellation happens 

between the two integrals

-

~ POWHEG inside exponent 
(Hoeche, Krauss, Prestel ~ MC@NLO inside exponent)

Li & PS, PLB 771 (2017) 59 (arXiv:1611.00013) + ongoing work

poles

poles
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a shower based on a0
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is guaranteed to produce the

same LL structure as DGLAP ones in the collinear
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dipole coherence embodied by the eikonal formula

in the soft limit; the latter without a need to average
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loop correction to a0
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dimensional regularisation. These are cancelled by

the poles in a0
4 upon integration of one unresolved

parton (while logarithms beyond those generated at

LL will in general remain).

By analogy with eq. (1), we define the di"eren-

tial branching probability as

d

dQ2
!(Q2

0,Q
2) =

#
d#3

d#2
!(Q2 " Q2(#3))

!
a0

3 + a1
3

"
!(Q2

0,Q
2)

+

#
d#4

d#2
!(Q2 " Q2(#4)) a0

4 !(Q2
0,Q

2) , (3)

2Note that, for the 4-parton antenna functions, [19] only

provides explicit formulae summed over permutations of iden-

tical gluons. These must then subsequently be partitioned into

individual (sub-antenna) contributions from each permutation

separately.

2

Limited manpower but expect this in PYTHIA within the next ~ 2 years.



Opportunities & Requirements
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๏Expect current developments (if sustained) to produce new generation of highly 
precise perturbative MC models by 2030. 

•Standalone fixed-order calculations probably very limited applicability, e.g. for accuracy 
beyond NNLO.  
•For all other cases, expect (N)NLO matched and merged with next-generation showers or 
inclusive resummations (not covered here). 

๏Tests and Validations 
•Require observables sensitive to subtle sub-LL differences. 
•E.g., sensitive to “direct”  branchings, multi-parton correlations (e.g., triple-
energy correlations, cf Komiske’s talk) and multi-parton coherence, subleading NC, …  
•Scaling studies with  ➤ can disentangle power corrections, beta function, … 
•CEPC/FCC-ee ➤ statistics to focus on small but “clean” corners of phase space 
•Important to develop a battery of such tests; relevant also for LHC 

๏Requirements (?) 
•Excellent resolution of jet substructure, and excellent jet flavour tagging (+ Z ) 

•Forward coverage, to access low  ~ 10-20 GeV via ISR from Z pole?

n → n + 2

s

→ 4b,4c,2b2c

s
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 : Resonance Decayse+e− → WW

P.  Skands 8

๏Current MC Treatment ~ Double-Pole Approximation 
•~ First term in double-pole expansion (cf. Schwinn’s talk in yesterday’s EW session) 
•+ Some corrections, e.g., in PYTHIA: 

๏ Independent Breit-Wigners for each of the W bosons, with running widths. 
๏ 4-fermion ME used to generate correlated kinematics for the W decays. 
๏ Each W decay treated at NLO + shower accuracy. 

•No interference / coherence between ISR, and each of the W decay showers 

•
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PRODUCTION DECAY(S)

IF colour flow

IF colour flow

II 
co

lo
ur

 fl
owI: initial 

F: final 
R: resonance

⊗
RF colour flow

⊗

Illustration (top pair production at LHC):



Interleaved Resonance Decays
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๏Decays of unstable resonances introduced in shower evolution at an average scale Q ~ Γ 
•Cannot act as emitters or recoilers below that scale; only their decay products can do that. 
•The more off-shell a resonance is, the higher the scale at which it disappears.  

๏ Roughly corresponds to strong ordering (as measured by propagator virtualities) in rest of shower.  
๏ Allows (suppressed) effects reaching scales > Γ 

•
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IF antenna

IF antenna

II 
an

te
nn

a

⊗
RF antenna

RF antenna

⊗

Q > 𝒪(Γ)
Q > 𝒪(Γ)IF antenna

Q < 𝒪(Γ)

๏Automatically provides a natural treatment of finite-Γ effects.
๏Expect in next Pythia release (8.304)



Hadronisation (and low z)
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๏Confinement wasn’t solved last century 
•Models inspired by QCD (hadronisation models) explore the non-
perturbative quagmire (until it is solved and uninspired models can move in)  
•FFs and IR safety (power corrs) observe from a safe distance 

๏Can do track reconstruction (3 hits) down to 30-40 MeV << ΛQCD ? 
•Below ΛQCD → can study genuine non-perturbative dynamics  
•Handles: mass, strangeness, and spin. Need at least one of each meson 
& baryon isospin multiplet. Flavour separation crucial. (LEP |pK| > 250 MeV) 
•QUESTIONS: detailed mechanisms of hadron production. Is 
strangeness fraction constant or dynamic? Thermal vs Gaussian spectra. 
Debates rekindled by LHC observations of strangeness enhancement. 

๏Bonus: high(er)-precision jet calibration (particle flow) ? 
•Accurate knowledge (+ modeling) of particle composition & spectra

Monash UMCs  & Prec i s ion  QCD at  Future   Mach inese+e−



Transverse Fragmentation ⬄ Momentum Resolution
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๏Most basic observable: hadron pT spectra, transverse to “event axis”
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Effects of order ΛQCD ~ 100 MeV ⬄ Coverage for |p| < ?ΛQCD
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๏pT kicks from hadronisation  
•Pythia ~ Gaussian ~ 300 MeV (+ ρ decays) 
•Acts as a sort of lower bound on hadron pT.  
Difficult for any hadron to have |p| < 300 MeV.  
•To check this, look for pions with |p| < 300 MeV  
•➤ Probe of confinement mechanism for non-
relativistic pions 

๏Data from both LEP and LHC indicate more 
soft pions; why? 

•Thermal vs Gaussian spectra? 
•Unresolved perturbative effects vs genuine 
string-breaking effects? 
•Mismodelled resonance decays? 

๏Cut at |p| = 200 MeV makes this tough to 
examine clearly 

•3 hits down to ~ 50 MeV ? 
•Special runs / setups with lower thresholds?
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Figure 3: Hadronic Z decays at
p
s = 91.2GeV. Charged-particle multiplicity (left) and momentum-

fraction (right) spectra.

its large �? value, produce a narrower nCh spectrum, with in particular a smaller tail towards large
multiplicities. All the tunes produce a sensible momentum spectrum. The dip around |ln(x)| ⇠ 5.5
corresponds to the extreme soft-pion tail, with momenta at or below ⇤QCD. We did not find it possible
to remove it by retuning, since a smaller b parameter would generate significantly too high particle
multiplicities and a smaller �? would lead to conflict with the event-shape distributions.

A zoom on the high-momentum tail is provided by the left-hand plot in fig. 4, which shows a
comparison on a linear momentum scale, to a measurement by ALEPH [38] (now including Z ! bb̄
events as well as light-flavour ones). All the tunes exhibit a mild overshooting of the data in the region
0.5 < xp < 0.8, corresponding to 0.15 < | ln(x)| < 0.7, in which no similar excess was present in
the L3 comparison. We therefore do not regard this as a significant issue6 but note that the excess is
somewhat milder in the Fischer and Monash tunes.

Further information to elucidate the structure of the momentum distribution is provided by the
plot in the right-hand pane of fig. 4, which uses the same |ln(x)| axis as the right-hand plot in fig. 3
and shows the relative particle composition in the Monash tune for each histogram bin. (The category
“Other” contains electrons and muons from weak decays.) An interesting observation is that the
relatively harder spectrum of Kaons implies that, for the highest-momentum bins, the charged tracks
are made up of an almost exactly equal mixture of Kaons and pions, despite Kaons on average only
making up about 10% of the charged multiplicity.

6One might worry whether the effect could be due solely to the Z ! bb̄ events which are only present in the ALEPH
measurement, and if so, whether this could indicate a significant mismodeling of the momentum distribution in b events.
However, as we show below in the section on b fragmentation, the charged-particle momentum distribution in b-tagged
events shows no excess in that region (in fact, it shows an undershooting).
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From Single-Hadron Spectra to Hadron Correlations
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๏Further precision non-perturbative aspects: How local is hadronisation? 
•Baryon-Antibaryon correlations — both OPAL measurements were statistics-limited 
(Kluth); would reach OPAL systematics at 108 Z decays (→ 109 with improved systematics?) 
•+ Strangeness correlations, pT, spin/helicity correlations (“screwiness”?) 

•+ Bose-Einstein Correlations & Fermi-Dirac Correlations 
๏ Identical baryons (pp, ΛΛ) highly non-local in string picture — puzzle from LEP; correlations 

across multiple exps & for both pp and ΛΛ → Fermi-Dirac radius ~ 0.1 fm  rp  (Metzger)≪

Monash UMCs  & Prec i s ion  QCD at  Future   Mach inese+e−

Leading baryons in g jets?  
(discriminates between string/cluster models) 

High-x baryons

Octet neutralisation? (zero-charge gluon jet 
with rapidity gaps) → neutrals 

Colour reconnections, glueballs, …

q q̄qq q̄q̄ ss̄q q̄ q q̄ q q̄

How local? How local? How local?

(see also FCC-ee QCD workshops & writeups)

The point of MC generators: address more than one hadron at a time!



Strangeness (in PP)
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๏ALICE: clear enhancement of strangeness 
with (pp) event multiplicity 
๏ No corresponding enhancement for protons 

(not shown here but is in ALICE paper) → must 
really be a strangeness effect  

๏Jet universality: jets at LHC modelled 
the same as jets at LEP 

•→ Flat line ! (cf PYTHIA) 
•Some models anticipated the effect!  

๏ DIPSY (high-tension overlapping strings)  
๏ EPOS (thermal hydrodynamic “core”) 

•Is it thermal? Or stringy? (or both?) 
•Basic check in ee→WW: two strings 

๏ Requires good PID + high statistics
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D.D.	Chinellato	– 38th	 International	Conference	on	High	Energy	Physics

Relative Strangeness 
Production
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• Quantified via strange to non-strange 
integrated particle ratios vs d"#$/d&

• Significant enhancement of strange 
and multi-strange particle production 

• MC predictions do not describe this 
observation satisfactorily
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ALICE, arXiv:1606.07424
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D.D.	Chinellato	– 38th	 International	Conference	on	High	Energy	Physics

§ Small systems:
- Strangeness enhancement
- Relative decrease of K∗D
- No multiplicity dependence of 

baryon/meson ratio

§ Towards central Pb-Pb:
- Strangeness abundance 

constant
- K∗D abundance decreases 

further
- Baryon/meson decreases

Particle Ratios Across Colliding Systems

11 (LEP: total Ω rate only known to ± 20%)



Colour Reconnections 
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๏At LEP 2: hot topic (by QCD standards): ’string drag’ effect on W mass  
•Non-zero effect convincingly demonstrated at LEP-2 

๏ No-CR excluded at 99.5% CL [Phys.Rept. 532 (2013) 119]  
๏ But not much detailed (differential) information  

•Thousand times more WW at CEPC / FCC-ee 
•Turn the W mass problem around; use threshold scan + 
huge sample of semi-leptonic events to measure mW  
•→ input as constraint to measure CR in hadronic WW 

๏Has become even hotter topic at LHC 
•It appears jet universality is under heavy attack. 
Fundamental to understanding & modeling hadronisation  

๏ Follow-up studies now underway at LHC.  

๏High-stats ee → other side of story 
•Also relevant in (hadronic) ee→tt, and Z→4 jets
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LC

CR

�W � ⇤QCD

W W

+ Overlaps → interactions? increased 
tensions (strangeness)? breakdown of 

string picture?

⇠O

✓
1

N2
C

◆

⌦ kinematics

O (1)

Overviews of recent models: 
 arXiv:1507.02091 , arXiv:1603.05298

(see also FCC-ee QCD 
workshops & writeups)

Little done for CEPC/FCC-ee so far … (to my knowledge) 
Plenty of room to play with models, observables, …

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1507.02091
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1603.05298


Plenty of other interesting detailed features
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D*

(plots from 
mcplots.cern.ch)

dNch/dy

Tip of jet

Just a few examples

K

Capabilities for hadrons from decays (π0, η, η’, ρ, ω, K*, φ, Δ, Λ, Σ, Σ*, Ξ, Ξ*, Ω, …)
Very challenging; conflicting measurements from LEP+ heavy-flavour hadrons

Very little on 
charm from LEP Tips of jets

Low-Momentum Strange 
vs Non-strange hadrons

Recall: opposite trend for π

http://mcplots.cern.ch


Example of recent reexamination of String Basics
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๏Cornell potential 
•Potential V(r) between static (lattice) and/or steady-state (hadron 
spectroscopy) colour-anticolour charges: 

•Lund string model built on the asymptotic large-r linear behaviour  

๏But intrinsically only a statement about the late-time / long-
distance / steady-state situation. Deviations at early times?  

•Coulomb effects in the grey area between shower and hadronization? 
Low-r slope > κ favours “early” production of quark-antiquark pairs? 
•+ Pre-steady-state thermal effects from a (rapidly) expanding string?
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Coulomb part

V (r) = � a

r
+ r

<latexit sha1_base64="HK6rTLiZ//EWGiv3Y9JXQACyvjo=">AAACC3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69DAlCRAy7EtCLEPTiMYJ5QBJC72Q2GTI7u8zMCmHZnL34K148KOLVH/Dm3zh5HDSxoKGo6qa7y4s4U9pxvq3Myura+kZ2M7e1vbO7Z+8f1FUYS0JrJOShbHqgKGeC1jTTnDYjSSHwOG14w5uJ33igUrFQ3OtRRDsB9AXzGQFtpK6drxflCR5fjfFZ25dAEkgTmeLx6Ri3hxBFgGXXLjglZwq8TNw5KaA5ql37q90LSRxQoQkHpVquE+lOAlIzwmmaa8eKRkCG0KctQwUEVHWS6S8pPjZKD/uhNCU0nqq/JxIIlBoFnukMQA/UojcR//NasfYvOwkTUaypILNFfsyxDvEkGNxjkhLNR4YAkczciskATCTaxJczIbiLLy+T+nnJLZfKd+VC5XoeRxYdoTwqIhddoAq6RVVUQwQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+Zq0Zaz5ziP7A+vwBKI2Z4g==</latexit>

String part 
Dominates for r & 0.2 fm

<latexit sha1_base64="JqW1qZV98otmV2k0JL7xjy7ACs0=">AAACBHicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh57WSyCBwlJrVpvRS8eK9hWaELZbDft0t0k7G6EEnrw4l/x4kERr/4Ib/4bN2kEFX0w8Hhvhpl5fsyoVLb9YZQWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0tc3unK6NEYNLBEYvEjY8kYTQkHUUVIzexIIj7jPT8yUXm926JkDQKr9U0Jh5Ho5AGFCOlpYFZFdAdKe1zaFt19xC6HKmx4GnAZwOzZlvHtnN2YmvTzpGTpnPkQKdQaqBAe2C+u8MIJ5yECjMkZd+xY+WlSCiKGZlV3ESSGOEJGpG+piHiRHpp/sQM7mtlCINI6AoVzNXvEyniUk65rzuzE+VvLxP/8vqJCppeSsM4USTE80VBwqCKYJYIHFJBsGJTTRAWVN8K8RgJhJXOraJD+PoU/k+6dctpWI2rRq11XsRRBlWwBw6AA05BC1yCNugADO7AA3gCz8a98Wi8GK/z1pJRzOyCHzDePgGN65du</latexit>

๏Berges, Floerchinger, and Venugopalan JHEP 04(2018)145) 



Toy Model with Time-Dependent String Tension
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๏Model constrained to have same average tension as Pythia’s default “Monash Tune"  
•➤ same average Nch etc ➤ main LEP constraints basically unchanged. 
•But expect different fluctuations / correlations, e.g. with multiplicity Nch.
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N. Hunt-Smith & PS arxiv:2005.06219

Figure 7: Mean p? versus charged multiplicity for ⇡+, p, K+, ⇤, � and ⌅.

13

Figure 9: Particle yields as a ratio to pions for K+, �, p, ⇤, ⌃ and ⌅ after cuts.

rections can be significant in determining what is “in” and what is “out”. If so, a single
large p? value generated by a non-perturbative breakup would show up in hp?ini but not
in hp?outi.

As our final examples of salient distributions that could be measured in archival ee
data, we show the hadron/⇡ distributions for different hadron species as functions of NCh

in fig. 9. To suppress effects of the original Z ! qq̄ endpoint quarks, we include only
particles with rapidities |y| < 3 with respect to the Thrust axis, for events with low values
of 1�T  0.1 , i.e., reasonably pencil-like events for which the Thrust axis should provide
a fairly good global axis choice. The number of particles remaining after both of these
cuts is reduced by around 36%. The relationships between particle yield ratio and charged
multiplicity for these hadrons are shown in fig. 9.

At low multiplicities, we see higher strangeness fractions, reflecting the earlier h⌧i
values. This trend is particularly pronounced for strange baryons such as ⌃ and ⌅ shown
in the bottom two panes. This plot indicates that effects such as those represented in
our model can have a significant effect on the correlation between strangeness and particle
multiplicity. Generically, if earlier times are associated with higher scales, our prediction is
for higher average p? and strangeness fractions at lower multiplicities, the opposite of the
trend observed for pp collisions. However, as already mentioned the overall main driving
factor for the behaviour in ee is the fixed total invariant mass, which does not carry over

15

➤ Want to study 
(suppressed) tails 
with very low and 
very high Nch. 

➤ These plots are 
for LEP-like 
statistics. 

➤ Would be crystal 
clear at CEPC/
FCC-ee

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.06219
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Perturbative QCD: High Precision  
Measurements of αs with unprecedented accuracy (not covered here) 
Good jet substructure & flavour tagging crucial to vet NnLO QCD + Next Generation of Showers 
➥ Accurate starting point for non-perturbative modelling of Hadronisation 

Interplays with EW & Higgs Physics Goals 
Impact of (in)accurate MC predictions? ⬄ Identify & Communicate crucial areas for improvements? 

Nonperturbative QCD: High Resolution 
Confinement / Non-perturbative QFT remains fundamentally unsolved 

Next generation of  machines ➡ trial by fire not just for any post-LHC advanced models, but 
also for any future solution or systematically improvable approximation. 
➥ Good PID crucial to reveal details of final states ⬄ disentangle strangeness, baryons, mass, spin 

➥ Good Momentum Resolution crucial to measure  MeV effects with high precision

e+e−

𝒪(ΛQCD) ∼ 100
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Theory keeps evolving long after beams are switched off ➤ Aim high! 



Summary — QCD at EE Colliders
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Jet Substructure

Event Shapes AlphaS 
Extractions

Heavy Quarks

Particle Spectra

Resonance Decays

Colour 
Reconnections

Matching & Merging

Jet Calibrations

Jet Algorithms

Hadronisation

Perturbative 
QCD

Interplay with EW, H, BSM 
@ CEPC / FCC-ee

Interplay with SppS / FCC-hh 

Showers

MC
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Fragmentation 
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Resummation
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Themes
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๏Measure alphaS 
•High-Precision Z (and W) widths 
•High-Precision Event Shapes, Jet Rates, … (IR safe observables sensitive to alphaS) 

๏Single-Inclusive Hadron Production and Decays 
•Fragmentation Functions; Hadron Spectra; (+ polarisation) 
•Exotic /rare hadrons, quarkonium, rare decays, …  
•+ Interplay with flavour studies (+ Interplay with DM annihilation) 

๏Understanding Confinement (Multi-hadronic / Exclusive) 
•In high-energy processes → hadronisation  
•Hadron correlations, properties with respect to global (“string”) axes 
•Dependence on (global and local) environment (distance to jets, hadronic density, flavours) 

๏Power Corrections / Hadronisation Corrections  
•Interplay with high-pT physics program 
•Low-Q region of event shapes, jet rates, jet substructure; jet flavour tagging, …  
•Crucial for alphaS measurements; also for jet calibration?
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Figure 9.2: Summary of determinations of !s(M2
Z) from the six sub-fields

discussed in the text. The yellow (light shaded) bands and dashed lines indicate the
pre-average values of each sub-field. The dotted line and grey (dark shaded) band
represent the final world average value of !s(M2

Z).

below, it may be worth mentioning that the collider results listed above average to a
value of !s(M2

Z) = 0.1172 ± 0.0059.

So far, only one analysis is available which involves the determination of !s from

January 6, 2017 18:42

Precision αs Measurements
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๏LEP: Theory keeps evolving long after the beams are switched off  
•Recently, NNLO programs for 3-jet calculations 

๏ [Weinzierl, PRL 101, 162001 (2008)]; EERAD [Gehrmann-de-Ridder, Gehrmann, Glover, 
Heinrich, CPC185(2014)3331] 

•+ New resummations → new αs(mZ) extractions 
๏ E.g., 2015 SCET-based C-parameter reanalysis  
๏ N3LL′ + O(αs3) + NPPC: αs(mZ) = 0.1123 ± 0.0015 
๏ [Hoang, Kolodubretz, Mateu, Stewart, PRD91(2015)094018] 

•

Monash UMCs  & Prec i s ion  QCD at  Future   Mach inese+e−

ee currently the least 
precise subclass (due to 
large spread between 
individual extractions)

be applied. Note, however, that more measurements of top-quark pair production at the LHC are
meanwhile available, indicating that on average, a larger value of ↵s(M2

Z
) is likely to emerge in the

future [15]. The emerging subclass averages are plotted in Fig. 1, and summarized in Table 1.

Figure 1: Summary of determinations of ↵s from: (a) hadronic ⌧ -decays (full circles obtained using
CIPT, open circles FOPT expansions, see text), (b) lattice calculations, (c) DIS structure functions,
and (d) e+e� annihilation. The shaded bands indicate the pre-average values explained in the text,
to be included in the determination of the final world average of ↵s.

Subclass ↵s(M2

Z)

⌧ -decays 0.1187± 0.0023

lattice QCD 0.1184± 0.0012

structure functions 0.1154± 0.0020

e+e� jets & shapes 0.1174± 0.0051

hadron collider 0.1151+0.0028
�0.0027

ewk precision fits 0.1196± 0.0030

Table 1: Pre-average values of subclasses of measurements of ↵s(M2

Z). The value from ⌧ -decays was
converted from ↵s(M2

⌧ ) = 0.322 ± 0.019, using the QCD 4-loop �-function plus 3-loop matching at the
charm- and bottom-quark pole masses.

8

0.1192 ± 0.0023 
0.1188 ± 0.0011 
0.1156 ± 0.0021 
0.1169 ± 0.0034 
0.1151 ± 0.0028 
0.1196 ± 0.0030

PDG 2016

CURRENT STATE OF THE ART: O(1%)

•See also PDG QCD review and references therein 
๏ + 2016 Moriond αs review [d’Enterria]: arXiv:1606.04772  
๏ + 2015 FCC-ee αs workshop proceedings: arXiv:1512.05194 

Maximum a factor 3 further reduction possible (without FCC-ee). [Some participants believed less.]

(see FCC-ee QCD 
workshops & writeups)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1512.05194


Precision αs at CEPC / FCC-ee
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๏Main Observable:  

•QCD corrections to Γhad known to 4th order 
๏ Kuhn: Conservative QCD scale variations → O(100 keV) → δαs ~ 3 x 10-4 
๏ Comparable with the target for CEPC / FCC-ee 

•Electroweak beyond LO 
๏ Can be calculated (after Higgs discovery) or use measured sin2θeff 
๏ Mönig (Gfitter) assuming ΔmZ = 0.1 MeV, ΔΓZ = 0.05 MeV, ΔRl = 10-3   
๏ → δαs ~ 3 x 10-4   (δαs ~ 1.6 x 10-4 without theory uncertainties) 

•Better-than-LEP statistics also for W → high-precision RW ratio ! 
๏ Srebre & d’Enterria: huge improvement in BR(Whad) at FCC-ee (/CEPC?)  
๏ Combine with expected ΔΓW = 12 MeV from LHC (high-mT W) & factor-3 

improvement in |Vcs| → similar αs precision to extraction from Z decays? 
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STATISTICS ALLOW TO AIM FOR δαs/αs < 0.1% 

R0
` =

�had

�`

↵s from hadronic Z decays and the full electroweak fit

Klaus Mönig

DESY, Zeuthen, Germany

Abstract: The strong coupling ↵s is extracted from di↵erent experimental observables at the
Z mass pole (R0

`
, �had

0 and �Z) using the most uptodate theoretical and experimental inputs.
Prospects for future e+e� colliders (ILC and FCC-ee) are discussed.

QCD corrections to the cross section �(e+e� ! hadrons) are known since long. At lower energies

usually the ratio R = �(e+e�!hadrons)
�(e+e�!µ+µ�) has been used to determine ↵s [1]. Similar corrections arise

at the Z-resonance. These corrections modify the partial width of the Z decaying to hadrons (�had)
and through them, the total Z-width (�Z). At centre of mass energies close to the Z-resonance,
relevant observables for the ↵s determination are: (i) the ratio of hadronic to leptonic Z-decays,
R0

`
= �had

�`
, (ii) the hadronic pole cross section, �had

0 = 12⇡
mZ

�e�had
�2
Z

, where the sensitivity is reduced

because the QCD correction appears in the denominator and the numerator, and (iii) the total
Z-width, �Z, which is measured with complementary systematics. It is often noted that a very

sensitive observable is the leptonic pole cross section, �0
`
= 12⇡

mZ

�2
`

�2
Z
. In a global fit to the first three

observables this is however already fully included and must not be taken in addition.

At the Born level, the partial width of the Z decaying into a fermion pair ff is proportional
to the squared sum of the vector and axial-vector couplings, i.e. �f / (g2

V,f
+ g2

A,f
), where gA,f

is simply given by the third component of the weak isospin, while gV,f is modified by the weak
mixing gV,f = gA,f (1 � 4|qf | sin

2 ✓W ). Including higher orders, the couplings can be written as

gA,f !
p
1 +�⇢fgA,f , sin

2 ✓W !
p
1 +�f sin

2 ✓W = sin2 ✓fe↵ , which means that unknown stan-
dard model (SM) and beyond-SM parameters modify the predictions. In general, the �⇢f and �f
parameters are flavour independent apart from small constant terms and some possible contribu-
tions to the b-quark observables. After the discovery of the Higgs boson [2,3], the electroweak sector
is completely defined and �⇢f and �f can be calculated. In an alternative approach, sin2 ✓le↵ can
be measured from various asymmetries at LEP and SLD. In this case only R0

`
and �had

0 can be used
for the ↵s determination since �Z is a↵ected by �⇢ which cannot be measured independently.

All theory input is known by now to a precision better than the experimental uncertainties. The
QCD corrections to the hadronic Z-width are known to fourth order [4]. The electroweak corrections
to �f are known to 2nd order for the fermionic corrections plus some higher order terms [5],
sin2 ✓le↵ is known to full 2-loop order with leading 3- and 4-loop corrections O(↵↵2

s), O((↵mt)2↵s),
O((↵mt)3), O(↵mt↵3

s) [6], and mW is known to the same precision as sin2 ✓le↵ [7].

↵s extraction with current data

The main experimental inputs are the data from the LEP energy scans between 1991 and 1995.
The Z-lineshape parameters have been obtained from precise measurements of the hadronic and
leptonic cross sections at energies close to the Z-mass and from extremely precise measurements of
the beam energies [8]. The results, combined for the four LEP experiments, are: mZ = 91.1875±

95
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R0

`
= �had

�`
, (ii) the hadronic pole cross section, �had

0 = 12⇡
mZ

�e�had
�2
Z

, where the sensitivity is reduced

because the QCD correction appears in the denominator and the numerator, and (iii) the total
Z-width, �Z, which is measured with complementary systematics. It is often noted that a very

sensitive observable is the leptonic pole cross section, �0
`
= 12⇡

mZ

�2
`

�2
Z
. In a global fit to the first three

observables this is however already fully included and must not be taken in addition.

At the Born level, the partial width of the Z decaying into a fermion pair ff is proportional
to the squared sum of the vector and axial-vector couplings, i.e. �f / (g2

V,f
+ g2

A,f
), where gA,f

is simply given by the third component of the weak isospin, while gV,f is modified by the weak
mixing gV,f = gA,f (1 � 4|qf | sin

2 ✓W ). Including higher orders, the couplings can be written as

gA,f !
p
1 +�⇢fgA,f , sin

2 ✓W !
p

1 +�f sin
2 ✓W = sin2 ✓fe↵ , which means that unknown stan-

dard model (SM) and beyond-SM parameters modify the predictions. In general, the �⇢f and �f
parameters are flavour independent apart from small constant terms and some possible contribu-
tions to the b-quark observables. After the discovery of the Higgs boson [2,3], the electroweak sector
is completely defined and �⇢f and �f can be calculated. In an alternative approach, sin2 ✓le↵ can
be measured from various asymmetries at LEP and SLD. In this case only R0

`
and �had

0 can be used
for the ↵s determination since �Z is a↵ected by �⇢ which cannot be measured independently.

All theory input is known by now to a precision better than the experimental uncertainties. The
QCD corrections to the hadronic Z-width are known to fourth order [4]. The electroweak corrections
to �f are known to 2nd order for the fermionic corrections plus some higher order terms [5],
sin2 ✓le↵ is known to full 2-loop order with leading 3- and 4-loop corrections O(↵↵2

s), O((↵mt)2↵s),
O((↵mt)3), O(↵mt↵3

s) [6], and mW is known to the same precision as sin2 ✓le↵ [7].

↵s extraction with current data

The main experimental inputs are the data from the LEP energy scans between 1991 and 1995.
The Z-lineshape parameters have been obtained from precise measurements of the hadronic and
leptonic cross sections at energies close to the Z-mass and from extremely precise measurements of
the beam energies [8]. The results, combined for the four LEP experiments, are: mZ = 91.1875±

95

(see FCC-ee QCD 
workshops & writeups)



➠ Fragmentation Functions
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๏FFs from Belle to FCC-ee  [A. Vossen] 

•Precision of TH and EXP big advantage 
๏ Complementary to pp and SIDIS 

•Evolution:  
๏ Belle has FCC-ee like stats at 10 GeV.  
๏ FCC-ee: very fine binning all the way to z=1 

with 1% |p| resolution (expected) 
•Flavour structure for FFs of hyperons 
and other hadrons that are difficult to 
reconstruct in pp and SIDIS.  

๏ Will depend on Particle Identification 
capabilities. 

•Low Z: Higher ee energy (than Belle) → smaller mass effects at low z.  
๏ 3 tracker hits down to 30-40 MeV allows to reach   z = 10-3   (ln(z) = -7) 
๏ Kluth: if needed, could get O(LEP) sample in ~ 1 minute running with lower B-field  

•gluon FFs, heavy-quark FFs, pT dependence in hadron + jet, polarisation,… 

Monash UMCs  & Prec i s ion  QCD at  Future   Mach inese+e−

My (first), non quantified,  take on FCC-ee
program

� Supercharged LEP
¡ Mainly data on the Z pole of interest otherwise 

statistically limited (but still interesting)
� Precision of theory and experiment big 

advantage à Complementary to pp SIDIS
¡ Evolution
¡ Transverse momentum dependence in h+Jet

Fragmentation
¡ Gluon FFs
¡ Smaller mass effects at low z
¡ Flavor separation (polarization?)

� Flavor structure for FFs of Hyperons and other 
hadrons that are difficult to reconstruct in pp
and SIDIS

� Heavy Quark FFs – Also from H decay?
� Larger multiplicities: Parity violating FF <V7:

Local strong parity violating effects (next…)
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910!3!

ALEPH 91GeV (

150)!

ARGUS 9GeV, 10GeV (

3000)!

CLEO 10GeV (

)
1010!5!

DELPHI 91GeV (

1)!

Ronan et al. 3GeV (

)
1210!

SLD 91GeV (

)
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CEPC/FCC-ee?
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S. Moch (& others): field now moving towards NNLO accuracy: 1% errors (or better)

(see FCC-ee QCD 
workshops & writeups)



L3 are you crazy?
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Point of view A: small effects, and didn’t you say toy model anyway?

Point of view B: this illustrates the kinds of things we can examine, with precise measurements

(plots from 
mcplots.cern.ch)

Flavour (in)dependence? (Controlling for feed-down?) Gauss vs Thermal?

http://mcplots.cern.ch


Jet (Sub)Structure
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๏LEP: mainly 45-GeV quark jet fragmentation 
•Inclusive: gluon FF only appears at NLO 

•3-jet events. Game of low sensitivity (3rd jet) vs low statistics (Z→bbg) 
๏ (Initially only “symmetric” events; compare q vs g jets directly in data) 

•Naive CA/CF ratios between quarks and gluons verified 
๏ Many subtleties. Coherent radiation → no ‘independent fragmentation’, 

especially at large angles. Parton-level “gluon” only meaningful at LO. 

๏➠ Quark/gluon separation/tagging  
•Note: highly relevant interplay with Q/G sep @ LHC & FCC-hh: S/B 
•Language evolved: Just like “a jet” is inherently ambiguous,“quark-
like” or “gluon-like” jets are ambiguous concepts 

๏ Define taggers (adjective: “q/g-LIKE”) using only final-state observables  
๏ Optimise tagger(s) using clean (theory) references, like X->qq vs X->gg 

Monash UMCs  & Prec i s ion  QCD at  Future   Mach inese+e−

See Les Houches arXiv:1605.04692



What is going on?
OPAL data:
g in one hemisphere recoils wrt 2 b-jets
(Eg = 40GeV,  ⇠ 37GeV)

compare to
q from ”2-jet” event
(Eq =  = 45.6GeV)

• small y
hadrons produced first in time;
r = R . 2; very close to expectation
deviation due to
• di↵erence in scale (?),
• coherent emission (?)

• y > 3; R < 1 more hadrons from q
than g; diminishes overall ratio.
• due to valence quarks/finite energy!

Klaus Hamacher, Gluon and Quark Fragmentation from LEP to FCC-ee: Coherent Soft ParticlesFCC-ee Workshop . . . ,CERN , 21.& 22.11.2016 6

Quarks and Gluons

P.  Skands 28

๏Handles to split degeneracies  
•H→gg vs Z→qq  

๏ Can we get a sample of H→gg pure enough for QCD studies?  
๏ Requires good H→gg vs H→bb;  
๏ Driven by Higgs studies requirements? 

•Z→bbg vs Z→qq(g) 
๏ g in one hemisphere recoils against b-jets in 

other hemisphere: b tagging  
•Study differential shape(s): Nch (+low-R calo) 

๏ (R ~ 0.1 also useful for jet substructure) 

๏Scaling: radiative events → Forward Boosted 
•Scaling is slow, logarithmic → prefer large lever arm    

๏ ECM > EBelle ~ 10 GeV [~ 10 events / GeV at LEP];  
๏ Useful benchmarks could be ECM ~ 10 (cross checks with Belle), 20, 30 (geom. mean 

between Belle and mZ), 45 GeV (=mZ/2) and 80 GeV = mW

Monash UMCs  & Prec i s ion  QCD at  Future   Mach inese+e−

G. SOYEZ, K. HAMACHER, G. RAUCO, S. TOKAR, Y. SAKAKI

(Also useful for FFs & 
general scaling studies)

Eg = 40 GeV

Eq = 45 GeV

(see FCC-ee QCD 
workshops & writeups)
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Interesting

Drops off a cliff 
in unordered 

region

Unordered Clusterings of 4-Jet Events (ee kT, E scheme)

Peter Skands 29Monash U.

Rate normalised to 
total 4-jet rate 

Off-the-shelf versions 
of Pythia and Vincia  

Very similar results on 
individual jet rates. 

Neither includes direct 
. 2 → 4

4 → 3 → 2

Small ycut = 0.002 
 to 

maximise statistics 

Excluded  to 
avoid contamination 

from B decays 

4M events (~ LEP 1)

( ↔ k⊥ ∼ 4 GeV)

Z → bb̄

y34

y34 + y23

(did not 
check the 

“interference" 
version of this 

observable 
here)

Q: could also be done for jet (sub)structure at the LHC?



5-Jet Events
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Same structure for  as for . 

(➜ Combine to increase statistics?)

3 → 5 2 → 4 Limited power to probe   

(in this way) but worth an attempt?

2 → 5



๏Suggested by Pier Monni, cf also 1912.11050 
•Generalisation of usual EEC, with relatively simple log structure. 
•Sensitive to triple-collinear? 

๏I so far took a look at two triple-energy correlators: 
•“Equilateral”: all angles equal 

•“Planar”: two angles equal, the last one twice as large.

Triple-Energy Correlations

Peter Skands 31Monash U.

cos χ = 0
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